
 

 

 

Company 1  

Has developed three implant platforms for minimally-invasive spine surgery, with a focus on 
lumbar fusion. The first one is already cleared by the FDA, and the two later ones (each including 
a couple of products) shall be filed in the next couple of weeks and hopefully cleared by Q2, 2016. 
On top of it, we have an instrument for discectomy (disc resection) named SPIN with 510(k) 
clearance. 
The global market for spinal implants is estimated at over $10B a year. Our products are 
protected by over 100 issued or pending patents worldwide, and we definitely hold one of the 
strongest IP position for minimally-invasive spine surgery on a global level.  
The Company is currently in a process of reaching strategic partnerships and realizes that for 
maximizing its value, it may need to implement early marketing activities (transfer to 
manufacturing, opening 5-10 active user sites in the US and Europe, etc.)  
We are currently looking for $5-10M for implementing a limited launch plan ($5M), as well as 
developing our next product lines, if budget permits (above $5M). 

 
Company 2:  
A toilet sensor, connected wireless to mobile and seamless to user, that can detect hidden blood 
in the stool and urine. It will improve the accuracy and compliance issues associated with current 
lab based, once a year tests. Phase: POC achieved with initial prototype. In Term sheet 
negotiations for closing of round A and need co-investor. Going to be launched within 12-18 
months. 

 

Company 3:  
Novel non-invasive treatment modality for COPD. This disease is huge in magnitude, about 5-
10% of population. It is defined in the medical textbooks as non-reversible airway blockage. 
Respinova developed a method to reverses this blockage and consequently help a lot with solving 
dyspnea, reducing exacerbations and help patients keep breathing. Phase: clinical pilot achieved 
with dramatic improvement in lung function; FDA filing in 4-5 months. Launch expected within 
12-18 months. 

 

Company 4: 
A novel minimal invasive solution for treatment of hypertension. The system is a miniature 4F 
catheter ultrasound ablation system that can penetrate deep enough to cover all the nerves 
around the renal artery and ablate them. Phase: CE mark approved and clinical pilot study 

achieved with dramatic reduction of blood pressure. Need a major investment for a large study. 
 

Company 5:  
A passive drug delivery vehicle which is quite interesting. Able to load much more drug and even 
two different drugs into a tiny insert and have it released over six months (and more) at a 
controlled pace. The initial target is ophthalmology and the plan is to provide a non-invasive 
punctual plug (sits in the tear duct), that will free glaucoma patients from taking daily IOP 
lowering eye drops. Phase: Benchtop POC achieved, preclinical safety. 
 

 
 
Company 6:  
Novel biomaterial for tissue engineering. First indication for treating fecal and urinary 
incontinence. phase: preclinical POC  



 

 

Company 7:  

Has developed a non-invasive, drug- free medical device that provides immediate relief 
for chronic insomnia, and Sleep Management   is a reusable device in which 
soft cushions apply constant, light, adjustable pressure on the medial palpebral ligament (MPL), 
inducing sleep onset and reducing wake after sleep onset   and   enabling   better sleep quality 
As you are probably aware, insomnia is a very widespread indication. It affects ~25% of the 
population for whom, today, there are very limited effective treatment options that do not 
involve medications with numerous associated side effects. Our device fills this large and 
important unmet need. 
 
 we have two patents families to protect our innovative device apparatus and the clinical 
indications, as related to the inventiveness of its mechanism of action. 
Medical Co., developed an advanced prototype that underwent a 20-subject first-in-human 
clinical trial in a leading Israeli medical center. The study showed the device to be both safe and 
efficacious in Chronic Insomnia patients, with a more than one-third reduction in the average 
sleep onset latency period and significant improvement in the Insomnia Severity Index from the 
moderate severity category to sub threshold insomnia. The patients who wore the prototype 
device at night were enthusiastic about its effectiveness and want to keep using it. We also got 
valuable feedback that we have incorporated into the design of an advanced prototype. 
Thus, the technology and initial product are well developed and tested and we are now 
seeking $4 million to fund the operations of the Company until the end of 2017. During that time 
we will be focused on final product development and commercialization activities, including: a 
larger clinical study, publications in peer-reviewed journals, regulatory approvals, and readiness 
for manufacturing. 
We anticipate that, with this funding, the product will be ready for sales in Europe and other 
countries that accept the CE mark by early 2017. 
Regarding the US, we expect to get an FDA exempt status in Q3 2016 (which will open up some 
sales possibilities), with the clinical trials in the US being completed by Q3 2017 and thus expect 
US sales to be initiated about a year after the European launch. 
 The business opportunity is substantial, since the projected retail price for two years of 
treatment (the reusable device + monthly consumables) is competitive at ~$1,000, while the 
manufacturing costs will be ~$80. 
 Access Medical Ventures, our lead investor, has already announced their interest to make a 
follow-on investment of 1/3 of the round. We are also getting significant commercialization 
interest from companies in the sleep apnea space as well as home consumer product companies 
with a focus on general wellness.  

 
Company 8: 
MIMS is a device and procedure that enables the creation of a sclero-corneal drainage channel 
in order to reduce IOP. The solution consists of a single-patient use sterile (disposable) tool and 
a multi-use external machine. The procedure does not require stiches or implants and is simple, 
fast, and minimally invasive. 

 
company proved the performance of the innovative drainage system creation via extensive ex-
vivo and in-vivo studies in animals. 
 
We commenced a first in human study in January 2015 and so far operated on 18 patients. The 
study takes place in Dr.. group of eye hospitals and Eye Research Centre in india . The procedure 
is conducted by Prof. Agrawal himself, who is a strong proponent of the procedure and found it 
to be easy and quick to perform. So far, the procedure is rendered safe and fast and we are now 



 

 

evaluating its efficacy. Initial indications are very promising as we managed to reduce the IOP by 
half and in some cases even more. 
In December we will start a study in Israel with 6 patients and we will soon commence a study 
into combining Glaucoma and Cataract procedure together and test it in India. 
By the end of Q2/2016, we will be preparing for a post-marketing study with 36 patients. 
  
The MIMS procedure is simple, fast and relatively less expensive, especially when considering the 
lower rate of follow-up procedures. The benefits of such a procedure have been recognized and 
accepted by the EU leaders in Glaucoma treatment. Upon proving safety and efficacy, MIMS will 
be readily available to be implemented across Europe as well as worldwide, in both developed 
and less developed regions of the world, reducing the financial burden on health care systems. 
MIMS has the potential to become the new gold standard in the surgical treatment of Glaucoma 
while simultaneously reducing the burden to health care systems across Europe and worldwide. 
  
One of the co-founders of Sanoculis and its Medical Director is Dr. Yossi Glovinsky, an expert in 
Glaucoma treatment from the Sheba Medical Center, Tel-HaShomer, Israel. Dr. Glovinsky was 
Co-inventor in developing the Ex-press device of Optonol that was sold to Alcon in 2009 for 
$180M. 
 
We have also embraced Mr. /// to our Business Advisory Board. Mr. /// , a successful Israeli 
entrepreneur in Israel’s advanced high-tech industry. He co-founded the RAD group together 
with his brother, a group which employs 4,500 people and closed 2013 with a total of $1.2 billion 
in global sales. 
 
we looking for two rounds of investment for a total of $12 million. The first ($6.0M) will support 
our Europe commercial efforts and beginning of US regulatory (FDA) efforts. A second round 
($6.0M), will support US regulatory (FDA) efforts. 
 

Company 9.   
Is developing a minimally invasive approach for the treatment of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia 
(BPH, or "enlarged prostate"). the device is positioned to be the treatment of choice for patients 
who have tried drugs and wish to avoid surgery. The procedure is performed in the physician’s 
office or other outpatient environment, does not require general anesthesia and hospitalization, 
and results in quicker recovery for patient. 
Market seeks new treatment option for BPH. Existing our company and minimally invasive 
treatment options have numerous shortcomings: need for general anesthesia, long-term 
complications, retrograde ejaculation, sexual dysfunction, routine catheterization and risk of 
acute urinary retention. There is a demand for economically sufficient innovative treatments with 
solid safety profile, which would decrease hospitalization stay and improve quality of life. 
 
A $1.5 billion market opportunity.  BPH is n extremely common condition, affecting roughly 50% 
of men over the age of 50 and 80% of men over the age of 80. Approximately 30 million men in 
the U.S. and EU become symptomatic and seek medical attention. An estimated 1.2 million BPH 
procedures were performed worldwide during 2012, reflecting more than $2 billion market 
opportunity for ProArc. The caseload is expected to rise, as the aging population grows and the 
baby boomer’s generation matures. 
 
Successfully completed FIM. we study provided preliminary evidence of safety, feasibility and 
efficacy. The Company plans to expand its clinical trials program towards the end of 2015. Broad 
IP coverage.  
 



 

 

The company portfolio includes three pending patents both in the US and Europe. 
Regulatory and reimbursement strategy on path. we plan to submit CE during Q2 2016. The FDA 
regulatory pathway is clear and based on an FDA-approved commercial device as the predicate 
for 510K approval. Reimbursement coverage and codes are in place both for inpatient and 
outpatient procedures. 
Financial Requirements. we looking to raise $5 million as part of its series A financing. This 
amount will cover gaining a CE Mark, initiating sales in Europe and preparation for FDA 
submission. 
 
 

Company 10.  
The request is to invest 5- 6 M USD  for ~30% of the company Product is fully ready 
to launch during 2016  in EU territories and Taiwan.Product have approval in EU and 

Taiwan, FDA expected during end of 2016 .  Ultra-brief description: 

  
CARDIAC ARREST : In cases of cardiac arrest it is often very difficult or impossible to 
perform CPR on a patient whose heart (pump) is emptied of blood. While using 
the device, blood is pumped to the heart, which now filled, can participate in the 

resuscitation process. 
 
  
The request is to invest 5- 6  M USD  for ~30% of the company  
Product is fully ready to launch during 2016 in EU territories and Taiwan. 
Product have approval in EU and Taiwan, FDA expected during end of 2016 .   

  

Ultra-brief description: 

  
Clinical Uses: 

1. MASSIVE BLEEDING : In cases where massive bleeding causes a patient’s 
systolic blood pressure to fall below 80 mm Hg.  The  Device can be used to 
squeeze limbs, pushing blood into the central circulation system.  This results 

in: 
 

Company 11: 

TecFinberg (The company investors is lead by Prof. //  Prof. Finberg together with Prof 

clinical development of the-Youdimcarried out the pre Rasagiline, whose clinical 

development was completed by /// Co. Ltd. The drug  is currently in clinical use for the

treatment of Parkinson' s disease 

The company recently completed the transplantation phase of a pivotal monkey study (17 
monkeys) and awaiting efficacy results that are expected in January. 
Human trials are expected to be launch (Q4, 2016, Q1, 2017) based on the results . 

  



 

 

In Parkinson’s disease (PD) long term drug treatment is frequently associated with motor 
fluctuation. The most effective treatment for advanced PD patients is deep brain stimulation 
(DBS). 

we developing proprietary technology for modulating neuronal tissue by transplanting 
autologous cellgrafts that express ion channels. The grafted cells integrate with the target organ, 
whose electrical properties are modulated in a predetermined way. This new paradigm is used 
for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and potentially other neurological disorders. 

Advanced stage Parkinson’s disease is our first target market. Approximately 1.5 million people 
in the United States alone suffer from Parkinson’s and the incidence is expected to rise as the 
average age of the population increases. The DBS total annual market is estimated at $4,500MM 
(American Parkinson's Association, 2012). 

we recently completed a pilot study on Parkinsonian non-human primates at Emory School of 
Medicine (Atlanta, USA) to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the technology, and is currently 
conducting a pivotal safety and efficacy monkey study before moving forward to Phase IIa clinical 
trials. Result from pilot Parkinsonian monkey study showed ~70% reduction in total and peak 
dyskinesia 

 

the company  is looking for 5 M USD to finalized the Clinical Trials 

for new paradigm which is used for the treatment of Parkinson’s 
disease (PD) and potentially other neurological disorders. 

 

 


